Wikipedia pageview scaling

In our modeling framework, we consider a rescaling of page view data by state population. We estimate the scaling dependency of page view data with state population using the approach proposed by Leitão and collaborators [1]. To do so, we use the Python code made publicly available by the authors at the repository: https://zenodo.org/record/49367#.W23yGP4zbdQ.

In particular, we estimate the scaling exponent $\beta$ of the relation

$$PV_s \propto N_s^\beta$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

by assuming a Log-normal form of the conditional probability $P(y|x)$, where $y = PV_s$ are total page views by state and $x = N_s$ is the state population.

The best estimate we obtain for the scaling exponent is $\beta = 1.139675 \pm 0.205320$.
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